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Résumé de l'article
En 1926, une plaque commémorant les seize hommes morts lors de l’Expédition
canadienne dans l’Arctique de 1913–1918 était dévoilée. Cette expédition avait été
très controversée étant donné les profonds désaccords entre le commandant de
l’expédition, Vilhjalmur Stefansson, et les scientifiques qui y participaient, incluant
de nombreux fonctionnaires. Malgré leur poste officiel, les scientifiques voulant
obtenir la reconnaissance du public pour la contribution de leurs collègues décédés
n’avaient pas les coudées franches. Belle Allstrand Anderson, épouse du scientifique
Rudolph Anderson, était théoriquement soumise à des contraintes encore plus
strictes. Malgé tout, utilisant son image publique de femme dévouée ainsi que ses
relations avec les familles endeuillées — surtout avec les femmes et les mères des
hommes décédés — elle a réussi à négocier l’érection d’un monument commémoratif
en l’honneur de l’Expédition. L’aspect personnel et sexué de cette histoire donne au
monument une place particulière parmi les autres monuments érigés sous l’égide de
l’État. Les recherches récentes ont placé de plus en plus l’accent sur le rôle joué par
les relations personnelles dans l’histoire de l’exploration polaire. S’inspirant des
archives personnelles des Anderson, cet article étudie la relation entre vie
personnelle et vie politique dans la commémoration de ce qui a probablement été la
plus importante entreprise dans l’exploration du Grand Nord canadien au vingtième
siècle.
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Anderson and the Canadian Arctic Expedition Memorial 
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Abstract
In 1926 a plaque commemorating the sixteen men who died during the
Canadian Arctic Expedition, 1913–1918 (CAE) was unveiled. The expe-
dition was highly controversial because of the deep divide between the leader,
Vilhjalmur Stefansson, and the scientists of the expedition, many of whom
were civil servants. Despite their official positions, the scientists were under
constraints that blocked their efforts to secure public recognition of their dead
colleagues’ services to Canada. Belle Allstrand Anderson, the wife of scientist
Rudolph Anderson, was theoretically under even more stringent constraints.
Yet, using her persona of devoted wife and her connections with the bereaved
families — especially the wives and mothers of the dead men — she success-
fully negotiated the creation of the memorial. The personal and gendered
element in its history gives the CAE memorial an unusual position among
state-sponsored commemorations. Recent scholarship has placed increasing
emphasis on the role played by intimate domestic relations in the history of
polar exploration. Drawing on the Andersons’ extensive personal archive, this
paper examines the interplay between the domestic and the political in the
commemoration of what was perhaps the most significant twentieth-century
Canadian venture in the Far North.
Résumé
En 1926, une plaque commémorant les seize hommes morts lors de
l’Expédition canadienne dans l’Arctique de 1913–1918 était dévoilée. Cette
expédition avait été très controversée étant donné les profonds désaccords
entre le commandant de l’expédition, Vilhjalmur Stefansson, et les scienti-
fiques qui y participaient, incluant de nombreux fonctionnaires. Malgré
leur poste officiel, les scientifiques voulant obtenir la reconnaissance du
public pour la contribution de leurs collègues décédés n’avaient pas les cou-
dées franches. Belle Allstrand Anderson, épouse du scientifique Rudolph
Anderson, était théoriquement soumise à des contraintes encore plus strictes.
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Malgé tout, utilisant son image publique de femme dévouée ainsi que ses
relations avec les familles endeuillées — surtout avec les femmes et les mères
des hommes décédés — elle a réussi à négocier l’érection d’un monument
commémoratif en l’honneur de l’Expédition. L’aspect personnel et sexué de
cette histoire donne au monument une place particulière parmi les autres
monuments érigés sous l’égide de l’État. Les recherches récentes ont placé de
plus en plus l’accent sur le rôle joué par les relations personnelles dans l’his-
toire de l’exploration polaire. S’inspirant des archives personnelles des
Anderson, cet article étudie la relation entre vie personnelle et vie politique
dans la commémoration de ce qui a probablement été la plus importante
entreprise dans l’exploration du Grand Nord canadien au vingtième siècle. 
During the early stages of the Canadian Arctic Expedition (CAE), the
explorer Vilhjalmur Stefansson wrote a remarkable series of letters to Belle
Allstrand Anderson, wife of the expedition’s second-in-command and
chief scientist, Dr. Rudolph Martin Anderson. By turns charming, con-
fiding, and accusing, Stefansson mixed expressions of abiding friendship
for Belle and moments of genuine self-revelation with melodramatic
posing and claims to have been wronged by both the Andersons. The
tone throughout is startlingly intimate, with occasional hints of flirta-
tiousness: although the letters begin with the formal salutation “Dear
Mrs. Anderson” and are signed with Stefansson’s full name, he refers to
her as his “dear girl,” assures her that he values and is touched by her
“good letters” to him, and urges her to write more.1 Stefansson’s obvious
intention was to gain and hold her sympathy, using it as a way to resolve
his ever-worsening conflicts with her husband. 
The expedition had set out in the summer of 1913; by early 1914
relations between Stefansson and Rudolph Anderson had deteriorated to
the point of open antagonism.2 Stefansson’s ambitions were focused on
the search for new land in the Beaufort Sea, while Anderson was in
charge of extensive scientific work. If no land was found, the scientific
results would stand as the only justification for the large amounts of gov-
ernment money being spent. Stefansson therefore feared a possible
resignation by Anderson, and despite his resentment of Anderson’s
behaviour, he was desperate to prevent a final break.3 In this situation,
he had turned to correspondence with Anderson’s wife as his best hope. 
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Such reliance on a woman was anything but unusual for Stefansson.
His common-law wife, Fanny Pannigabluk, was essential to the success of
his ethnographic work; she and other Aboriginal women also provided key
services such as the production of fur and deerskin clothing.4 Throughout
his career, Stefansson corresponded on a basis of intimate friendship with
numerous women, among them Katherine Wright (sister of Orville and
Wilbur Wright), novelist Inglis Fletcher, and popular historian Constance
Lindsay Skinner.5 Most remained fascinated by and actively supportive of
him throughout their lives. Belle Anderson, however, did not. 
Having learned Rudolph’s side of the story from his letters, she
resented Stefansson’s distorted accounts and sent extracts from his corre-
spondence to her husband with tart comments. “I am not his ‘dear girl’
even for rhetorical effect,” she wrote in exasperation.6 Rudolph felt that
because the CAE was being paid for by the Canadian government, he
owed the government — and especially the Geological Survey of
Canada, which had organized the scientific work — a higher loyalty
than he owed to Stefansson. He therefore believed he was duty-bound to
see that Stefansson’s ambitions did not hamper the scientists’ pro-
gramme, and his wife fully supported his position. In time, she would
become an even stronger critic of Stefansson, and she ensured that the
government commemorated an aspect of the expedition which he was
particularly anxious to downplay: the deaths of sixteen men. 
Stefansson came to see both the Andersons as enemies, and he
freely ascribed petty motives for their opposition to him. As a result, 
few figures in the history of polar exploration have been more strongly
criticized in print than Belle and Rudolph Anderson. In Rudolph’s case,
a certain degree of criticism was open and public from the time of
Stefansson’s return in 1918.7 The subsequent controversy over
Stefansson’s attack on Anderson in his book The Friendly Arctic (1921)
was dubbed “the feud that froze the Arctic” by Stefansson’s supporter
Donat LeBourdais. According to LeBourdais and others, Rudolph used
his influence among his civil service colleagues in Ottawa to smear and
discredit Stefansson — a man of prophetic vision who might otherwise
have ensured a far better northern policy for Canada.8 And behind
Anderson, as these critics well knew, stood his formidable wife. 
Stefansson himself told his supporters that in their college days Belle
Allstrand had wanted to marry him, but she was forced to settle for his
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friend Anderson instead. Once married, in revenge she turned Rudolph
against Stefansson.9 The clash of principles between the two explorers was
thus brought down to the level of a squalid dispute, instigated by a sexu-
ally rejected woman’s frustration and jealousy. This ploy discredited
Anderson simply by associating him with feminine emotions: a man who
would act on such a motive in the supposedly all-male, heroic sphere of
polar exploration seemed unworthy of serious consideration. Belle and
Rudolph knew about the rumours Stefansson had started, and were angry
but unfazed. “If I have the name I may as well have the game,” Belle
wrote.10 To his credit, Rudolph never suggested that she end her involve-
ment in Arctic matters for the sake of his reputation.11
Once Stefansson and the Andersons were dead, Stefansson’s explana-
tion quickly found its way into print. His own wife, Evelyn, stated in an
epilogue to Stefansson’s posthumously published autobiography that “it
was really Anderson’s wife who had stirred up trouble.”12 Stefansson’s
biographer William Hunt characterized Anderson as a weak man whose
insecurities were aggravated by his inferiority to the brilliant Stefansson
and by the demands of his “trouble-making” wife; Anderson was therefore
driven to undermine his leader’s authority and besmirch his reputation.13
Hunt claimed to feel “pity and revulsion at the extent to which the scien-
tist and his wife deteriorated through their unbridled hatred.”14 Even
Richard Diubaldo, whose moderately critical remarks about Stefansson in
his classic work on the explorer’s Canadian career roused the ire of pro-
Stefansson Arctic experts,15 could see little good in Rudolph Anderson
and even less in his wife. Diubaldo’s book was originally his doctoral the-
sis; the thesis version portrayed Belle as a harpy who spouted “vengeful and
paranoic [sic] invective” as part of a deliberate, obsessive “mud-slinging”
campaign. The Andersons, Diubaldo concluded, were not dangerous so
much as “humourously unpleasant.”16 These remarks were prudently cut
in the published book, which nevertheless clearly suggested that both the
Andersons were jealous and unbalanced. 
In short, Stefansson, his admirers, and even some of his critics have
consistently drawn their picture of the Andersons largely from conven-
tional gender stereotypes of the inadequate husband and the overbearing,
emasculating wife. Moreover, the new sensitivity to gender issues which
characterizes recent historical writing has not changed this pattern. Gísli
Pálsson’s fine account of the women in Stefansson’s life has little to say
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about Belle Anderson, but what it does say closely follows the standard
negative version. Again, she is described as an unreasonably vindictive
woman. With evident glee (but without citing a source) Pálsson describes
the elderly Rudolph Anderson, suffering from dementia yet still absurdly
eager to denounce Stefansson, and occasionally becoming so agitated that
he had to be put in a straitjacket by the staff at the nursing home where
he spent his last years.17 Only popular historian Jennifer Niven has offered
a different perspective, calling Belle Anderson “smart” and “feisty.”18
Many of the Andersons’ critics have dipped selectively into the
impressive personal archive Belle and Rudolph created — now held at
Library and Archives Canada — but none have done much more than
examine a few documents bearing on the more sensational incidents in
Stefansson’s career. Yet the Anderson collection offers a remarkable win-
dow into the hidden side of polar exploration, showing how the CAE
families coped with the stresses and anxieties of having a husband, son,
or brother far away in the Arctic — and, in some cases, how they
responded to the news that their loved one would not return. When Belle
rejected Stefansson’s overtures, she was not merely demonstrating a wife’s
loyalty to her husband; instead, she drew (and later disseminated) her
negative conclusions through an impressively wide correspondence net-
work. The Andersons’ contacts included families in Canada, the United
States, Scotland, France, and Norway; many of Rudolph’s former col-
leagues on the CAE, particularly Robert Bartlett and William Laird
McKinlay; and other explorers such as Roald Amundsen, Ernest de
Koven Leffingwell, and Edward Shackleton (son of the Antarctic explorer
Sir Ernest Shackleton). Her connections with the CAE families were par-
ticularly important to Belle’s later focus on commemoration.
Most of the Andersons’ correspondents needed no convincing that
Stefansson was unscrupulous and untrustworthy. Amundsen called him
“the greatest humbug alive”; Bartlett’s pithily expressed opinion was,
“Someday he will wake up in hell.”19 Rather than a conspiracy to dam-
age a great man’s career, it was a case of far-flung families and individuals
banding together, often to defend the reputations of dead relatives or
friends against Stefansson’s slurs. The exchanges with other women were
especially significant to Belle, but some of her male correspondents
wrote to her with surprising frankness about the overlap between their
exploration careers and their family lives. The sense of shared experience
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and shared purpose formed a powerful bond. “Do not stop writing to
me ... believe me it is no ordinary pleasure to hear from you,” McKinlay
(future author of the classic Arctic narrative Karluk) wrote to Belle in
1926.20 The depth of her emotional involvement with and commitment
to the families and some of the survivors has consistently been over-
looked by historians.21
The Anderson papers also provide an unusually detailed account of
how an intelligent and well-connected civil service wife in early twenti-
eth-century Ottawa could influence government decisions. For most of
his career, Rudolph worked in the middle to upper levels of the civil ser-
vice, but he never reached the exalted rank of deputy minister. Belle was
anything but a society hostess. Never theless, she expertly used her per-
sonal connections with other civil service wives and with men up to and
including the prime minister to achieve things her husband and his col-
leagues could not. Prominent among the results of her behind-the-scenes
activities was the memorial tablet to the men who died on the CAE, 
created in 1926. Official files on this subject barely mention Belle
Anderson’s name, yet it is clear that without her efforts no such com-
memoration would ever have taken place. 
The story of the memorial plaque as told in the Anderson papers
reveals much about Belle’s self-concept and the ways in which she repre-
sented herself to those she dealt with. In these aspects of her life, she had
much in common with her far more famous predecessor, Jane Lady
Franklin. Like Jane Franklin, Belle to a large extent defined herself by
her role as a wife, and a male-dominated historiography subsequently
lampooned her as a meddlesome female.22 In her letters, she often
emphasized that she was “Mrs. Rudolph Martin Anderson” (or “Mrs.
R.M.A.” for short), the wife of a successful civil servant, with all the
privileges and disadvantages that position implied. However much Mrs.
Rudolph Anderson might know about the hidden history of Arctic
exploration, she could never publish or speak openly on such a contro-
versial subject, for to do so might damage her husband’s career.23 But
Belle had a second persona: M.B.A. Anderson, B.A., M.A., researcher
and expert on Arctic history. In her personal Arctic correspondence, she
usually signed herself “M.B. Anderson (Mrs. R.M.),” but when writing
to strangers she sometimes assumed her researcher identity, and on one
occasion was delighted when a reply came back addressed to “M.B.A.
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Anderson, Esq.”24 Her knowledge of many Arctic subjects was in fact
equal or superior to that of any man, and it earned her the respect of sev-
eral northern experts — an aspect of her campaign against Stefansson
which Hunt, Diubaldo and others entirely ignore.
In the campaign for a memorial, Mrs. Rudolph Anderson domi-
nated (although M.B.A. Anderson also played a part), since it was in her
role as explorer’s wife that Belle had established her correspondence with
the families of the dead.25 This article examines the strategies she
employed as she successfully negotiated the creation of the memorial.
The strong personal and gendered element in its history gives the CAE
plaque an unusual place among state-sponsored commemorations.
Without an interplay between the domestic and the political, there
would have been no official commemoration of Canada’s first major sci-
entific expedition to the Far North. Although the 1920s were a time
when commemorative activities in Canada reached an unprecedented
level of popularity, the genesis of the CAE memorial was unique in
almost every way. Unlike the many monuments to the war dead, the
CAE plaque was not created in response to public demand.26 The
Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada, which approved and
erected the plaque, generally focused on military and political events and
figures. Exploration was then no more than a very minor theme in the
board’s vision of Canada’s past,27 and the commemoration of so recent
and controversial a venture as the CAE was highly unusual. Success in
this campaign therefore required an exceptionally determined individ-
ual, able both to act outside established bureaucratic channels and to
make expert use of personal connections within the government.
Despite the many constraints of her position, Mrs. Rudolph Anderson
was unquestionably such an individual. 
***
Belle Allstrand was born in the American Midwest in 1883. From an early
age, she felt an interest in both exploration and the Arctic. Her Scottish
maternal grandfather was related to David Livingstone, while her Swedish
paternal grandfather had gone to Lapland in connection with a business
venture and died there.28 Belle was a voracious reader and an excellent stu-
dent. She was determined to have a college education, and she graduated
from the University of Iowa in 1905, then went on to receive a master’s
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degree in German literature from the University of Wisconsin. Languages
were her special gift: besides being fluent in German, she knew French,
Swedish, Latin, and Greek well, and could read Norwegian and other
Scandinavian languages. After graduating from Wisconsin, she taught
high school in Waterloo, Iowa, then found a far better job at the State
Preparatory School in Boulder, Colorado. In June 1906, a chance
encounter with another University of Iowa graduate, Rudolph Anderson,
led to a correspondence that slowly turned into a courtship.
Stefansson’s claims of a college romance were entirely fabricated: he
had graduated two years before Belle did, and they never met during their
student years. Moreover, as he admitted in one of the letters he wrote dur-
ing the CAE, Stefansson was very “small fry,” indeed “a nobody,” at Iowa,
while good-looking Rudolph Anderson was a campus hero.29 A star ath-
lete and captain of the track team as well as a top student, Anderson left
college in 1898 to serve in the Spanish-American War, then returned with
the aura of military heroism to enhance his reputation. (Even so,
Anderson was shy of attractive, red-haired, outgoing Belle Allstrand when
he first met her because she was “so confoundedly popular.”30 His serious
pursuit of her did not begin until 1908.) Anderson earned his bachelor’s
degree in 1903 and his doctorate in 1906, then taught in a military
school until he received an invitation from Stefansson — whom he had
met a few times through a mutual friend — to go north on a scientific
expedition backed by the American Museum of Natural History. Belle
and Rudolph corresponded regularly throughout the Stefansson-
Anderson expedition of 1908–1912; after his return, they became
engaged and were married in January 1913. Newspaper clippings from
the time show that Stefansson and Anderson were received on an equal
footing as Arctic heroes,31 but Stefansson quickly enhanced his fame by
giving lectures and publishing magazine articles, while Rudolph felt that
publicity-seeking was distasteful and preferred to concentrate on his sci-
entific reports. Moreover, he was shocked by some of the exaggerated
claims Stefansson made in his lectures.32
Belle certainly did not see Rudolph as second best, although both
Andersons were somewhat resentful that Stefansson increasingly treated
Anderson as his inferior. When Rudolph was asked to join Stefansson’s
new expedition as head of the scientific section, he agreed with some
reluctance.33 Even though she had become pregnant soon after the 
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wedding, Belle threw herself into the role of explorer’s wife. Stefansson
left virtually all the work of organization to Anderson, and Belle’s assis-
tance with practical details quickly established their marriage as a
relationship between partners whose mutual goal was the success of
Rudolph’s scientific work. Both Andersons were liked by the other mem-
bers of the expedition when they assembled in Victoria, British
Columbia, in the early summer of 1913. “Your energy and enthusiasm
were the life of the expedition in its early days,” topographer John Cox
later wrote to Belle.34 Most of those from other countries, such as
William McKinlay from Scotland and Henri Beuchat from France, had
been hired at the last moment and found themselves a little disoriented
by the speed of events and by the unfamiliar environment. They partic-
ularly appreciated Belle’s kindness to them, and their accounts of her in
their letters home provided a foundation for her later good relations with
their families. Rudolph, meanwhile, impressed the other scientists by his
low-key manner and evident competence, in contrast to the flamboyant
Stefansson, whose plans seemed alarmingly vague and even foolhardy. 
In newspaper interviews, Stefansson had suggested that the expe-
dition’s ship, the Karluk, might become frozen into the pack ice and drift
north in an attempt to find new Arctic land. Stefansson knew the Karluk
was not fit for such a venture. But, he said, if the ship was crushed the
expedition would merely continue without it, for results were more
important than safety.35 Such a casual attitude to human life dismayed
the scientists, who were also angered by Stefansson’s insistence that after
the expedition all their diaries must be turned over to him for his exclu-
sive use. Anderson threatened to resign, and had he done so most or all
of the other scientists would likely have followed suit. But, as Belle
recounted, Stefansson begged them both for their support and Rudolph
relented, feeling that he ought to finish what he had begun.36 Before
they left, the scientists gave her the names and addresses of their wives,
fiancées, mothers, and sisters, and asked her to do what she could to help
the families if “anything should happen.”37
The Karluk did in fact become caught in the ice early in the voy-
age — far earlier than Stefansson could possibly have intended. He and
five others left the ship, ostensibly to go hunting. The ship, under the
command of Captain Bartlett, then drifted westward and was crushed
near Wrangel Island off the coast of Siberia. Wrangel Island was a poor
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refuge for the men who managed to reach it (eight were lost on the way).
Of the six scientists on the Karluk, only McKinlay survived. The dead
included Beuchat, Bjarne Mamen from Norway, James Murray and
Alistair Forbes Mackay from Scotland, and George Malloch from
Hamilton, Ontario. In all, eleven of the Karluk’s men perished. The oth-
ers were rescued in September 1914. 
In Ottawa, the Department of the Naval Service had responsibility
for expedition matters. Its officials, new to such work, did not see any
need to pass the reports they received from Stefansson and others on to
the families of the missing men. Between the time of the Karluk’s disap-
pearance and the rescue, the government did almost nothing to keep the
relatives informed. Instead, it was Belle Anderson who voluntarily car-
ried out this task, which she undertook both from a sense of obligation
to her husband’s colleagues and as a way to survive the devastating grief
caused by the death of her newborn son in November 1913. Belle
acquired a typewriter and made multiple copies of all news items and
official correspondence that came her way, then sent the copies to the
families. (She also began a careful study of Arctic history in order to gain
all the information she could about previous voyages to the area where
the Karluk was lost.) Those who were bereaved naturally found particu-
lar comfort in writing to someone they felt could understand their
emotions, and all except Mary Murray, wife of the expedition’s oceanog-
rapher, declared that they would never forget her kindness. 
Anderson and the rest of the scientists, who were aboard a differ-
ent ship, the Alaska, had successfully established a base in the autumn of
1913. Then Stefansson appeared, explained that the Karluk was missing
but the men were probably in no danger,38 and that he himself intended
to make a sledge journey over the northern ice. The expedition, he
insisted, must be reorganized, with many of the scientists’ supplies going
to him to replace the supplies on the Karluk. Anderson flatly refused to
let him appropriate either men or extensive resources.39 Stefansson 
nevertheless made impressive northern journeys, during which he dis-
covered new islands and claimed them for Canada. This achievement
naturally raised his credit with the public and with the prime minister,
Sir Robert Borden. However, five more men died under various circum-
stances. The final death toll stood at sixteen — a number exceeded in
Canadian Arctic history only by the Franklin and Greely disasters. 
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After the expedition was over, the Andersons became British sub-
jects and settled in Canada permanently. Rudolph and most of his fellow
scientists worked at civil service jobs in Ottawa, while Stefansson pub-
lished widely on the theme of northern development and embarked on
several lecture tours. In his lectures, articles, and finally in his narrative
of the expedition, Stefansson paid no tributes to his dead comrades, and
he placed the blame for all problems squarely on Anderson and the other
members of the scientific staff. To government officials and others, he
wrote that the scientists had mounted a deliberate campaign of slander
and libel. These complaints were substantiated only by a single letter
from Rudolph to Isaiah Bowman of the American Geographical Society
(AGS).40 The letter was marked personal and confidential, and
Anderson stated that, out of loyalty to the government he served, he did
not intend to start any open controversies with Stefansson. Nevertheless,
Stefansson described it as a formal demand that the AGS and the
Explorers Club (of which Bowman was the secretary) should investigate
his conduct.41
In truth, numerous letters and memos sent to Ottawa between
1918 and 1922 prove it was Stefansson who refused to let the matter
drop, while Rudolph did little more than occasionally vent to his col-
leagues and a few other acquaintances.42 If Stefansson had ignored or
downplayed his conflicts with Anderson in his public accounts, few out-
side of expedition circles would ever have known about these episodes.
Instead, through his book Stefansson placed Anderson and the others in
a position where they had to either publicly contradict him or remain
silent, thus appearing to admit that his charges were true. They chose to
contradict him, but were quickly reminded that civil servants must not
become involved in newspaper controversies. 
Stefansson, meanwhile, was campaigning vigorously for an official
expedition to Wrangel Island, which he believed ought to become
Canadian territory. He insisted that a Canadian claim had been estab-
lished when the Karluk survivors raised the Canadian flag there on
Dominion Day (1 July) 1914. In retrospect, it is clear that Stefansson
attacked Anderson partly out of spite, but mainly because he was afraid
that Anderson’s influence within the government might hamper his own
efforts. If Anderson was discredited, Stefansson hoped his Wrangel Island
plans would go ahead smoothly.43 (Stefansson had far underestimated the
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number of other civil servants in Ottawa who distrusted him, and in fact
his chief opponent there was not Anderson but geographer James
White.44 Others included Loring Christie, O.S. Finnie, and J.B. Harkin.)
To divert sympathy from Anderson, Stefansson loudly proclaimed that
the scientists were the aggressors.
This ruse was not effective, and Stefansson’s pleas for a Wrangel
Island expedition fell on deaf ears. In 1921, he privately sent a party of
four men and one Inupiaq woman to Wrangel, hoping that the govern-
ment would support a fait accompli, but all four men died. The leader,
Allan Crawford of Toronto, was described in the press as a heroic young
man duped by an unscrupulous adventurer.45 Any remaining credit that
Stefansson might have had with the Canadian government was gone. In
1924, while Stefansson was desperately struggling to redeem his reputa-
tion, the bodies of four missing men from the Karluk were found on tiny
Herald Island, not far from Wrangel. 
The Andersons had not remained aloof while the second drama of
Wrangel Island played itself out. Belle had utilized her relationships with
expedition members to obtain information casting doubt on the alleged
Canadian claim in 1914, which she then presented to the government.
To do so without involving Rudolph, she drew on a personal connection
with the new prime minister, William Lyon Mackenzie King, through
mutual American friends in Boulder (where King had worked to resolve
labour disputes before he embarked on his political career).46 After news
of the disaster broke, Belle’s personal networks paid off in another way.
Allan Crawford’s family knew George Malloch’s sister, Grace, who rec-
ommended that they contact Belle. A letter from Helen Crawford about
her dead son arrived in Ottawa on 3 November 1923, at a time when
Belle was preoccupied by memories of her own son’s death exactly ten
years before. The two women formed an alliance, and soon they were
sharing information and making practical plans to counteract Stefansson’s
influence on Canadian Arctic policy, with the aim of protecting “other
women’s sons.”47 A year later, the discovery on Herald Island brought
Belle into official discussions of Arctic matters. 
The Department of the Naval Service had ceased to exist when the
Department of National Defence was created in January 1923. Expe di -
tion matters were then assigned to the Department of Marine and
Fisheries. Most Naval Service officials were given jobs at National
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Defence, but one, Franklin McVeigh, was transferred to Marine and
Fisheries to deal with the Arctic records and the publication of the expe-
dition’s reports. McVeigh was not in the best of health, never having
fully recovered from the stress of overwork during World War I (for
which the naval department had been entirely unprepared). Eight men
from the Karluk were unaccounted for, but only four bodies were found
on Herald Island. To his dismay, McVeigh was swamped with inquiries
from relatives and the press about the identities of the dead men. Some
of the letters had a tone that might well have struck him as ominous.
“The discovery of the remains and relics [has] awakened memories
which have smouldered in the hearts of a Father and Mother a Sister 
and three Brothers these eleven years now gone past,” recounted one 
relative.48 From another came a lawyer’s letter demanding that the gov-
ernment pay to have the bodies returned, for the family could not bear
to “think of his bones lying out there.”49
Belle, too, was deeply affected by the news: as she told Helen
Crawford, she had already been “so upset feeling sorry for you that I began
to think more of the sorrows of the mothers of the Karluk disaster than I
should, and as always it led me into thinking of my own trouble of that
time[,] the loss of the baby.”50 Combined with sleepless nights caused by
her seven-month-old daughter, Isabel, the new “Wrangel horrors” plunged
her into depression. “I have been very near a nervous break-down,” she told
Rudolph, who was away doing fieldwork.51 However, Belle soon regained
a more pragmatic attitude, and with her extensive knowledge of expedition
history she was quickly able to identify the men from the equipment and
supplies found with them. Officially, the information was provided by
Rudolph, but McVeigh and other civil servants knew the real source.52
Until March 1924, McVeigh had been a strong supporter of
Stefansson and had uncritically accepted all Stefansson’s claims about the
existence of an Anderson-led conspiracy against him.53 Then Stefansson
had called at McVeigh’s office in a state of furious rage, declaring that
because he had been badly treated by the government over Wrangel
Island, he would never write his long-promised official account of the
CAE. Instead, he would continue to publish only for his own profit.
This conversation entirely changed McVeigh’s outlook, and he trans-
ferred his allegiance to the Andersons. In fact, he was so impressed by
Belle’s knowledge of expedition history that he suggested she should
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write the report in Stefansson’s place, weaving the story together from
diaries and other records. Although she declined this task “because I did
not want to touch the diaries of a skunk like V.S.,”54 she agreed to
become McVeigh’s unpaid assistant in assembling all the necessary infor-
mation. As a result, she was given full access to the official records.55
Belle Anderson and her three daughters, summer 1924. 
Library and Archives Canada, e011061910 
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Belle quickly realized that Stefansson had long been working to
influence future historians by making sure the documents on file
reflected his own views. Not only did his official expedition diaries imply
that he was blameless, but there were numerous complaints from him
about Rudolph’s alleged misdeeds, while a supposed account by one of
the Wrangel Island survivors, John Hadley (provided to the government
by Stefansson in 1920), contained extensive criticisms of Bartlett.56
Hadley had died of influenza in 1919, but through her correspondence
with McKinlay, Belle was aware that Hadley’s original expedition diary
was in McKinlay’s possession and that it expressed opinions entirely dif-
ferent from those in the typed, unsigned document sent by Stefansson.
Suspecting the so-called Hadley account to be a fake, Belle resolved to
counter Stefansson’s plan in two ways: first, by obtaining documents of
unquestionable authenticity that would cast doubt on his version of his-
tory, and second, by inducing the government to commemorate the
expedition’s dead. Such a commemoration would be in pointed contrast
to Stefansson’s lack of concern for either his lost comrades or their rep-
utations. “There will be two sides of the affair for posterity,” she proudly
assured McKinlay.57
The Andersons had long felt there ought to be a memorial, but
while expedition matters remained under the Department of the Naval
Service there was no hope of official action. After the department was
disbanded, suggestions on this subject to the deputy minister of marine
and fisheries, Alexander Johnston, went unheeded. But the discoveries
on Herald Island might well result in unpleasant public comments from
the relatives about the government’s failure to make an earlier search. A
memorial would be a relatively inexpensive way to appease them before
they could go to the press with their grievances. McVeigh would now
back the plan from within the department, but pressure from above
would also be needed to change the deputy minister’s views. 
Belle decided to draw on her connection with Prime Minister King
once again — something that her husband and his civil service col-
leagues could not have done without appearing insubordinate. As she
explained to McKinlay, “Dr. Anderson could not handle it, because he
would have had to go to his official superiors and we knew that would
mean nothing — delay — and no action. The Marine and Fisheries
department had tried that method and got no results.”58 To Malloch’s
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mother, Alice, she wrote: “You see, it was desirable that some one out-
side of the civil service take the matter in hand to push it, and I was the
only one who could do that.”59 Simply as a woman and as someone who
had long been in touch with the bereaved families, Belle could claim a
right to act independently of official channels and formal procedures. 
Belle drafted a careful memorandum, judiciously balancing an
appeal to King’s emotions with the claim that men in senior government
positions supported her plan. She recounted how the families’ feelings
had been “harrowed” by the discovery of “such remains as were left after
the ravages of weather, polar bears, and foxes for ten years.” However, she
wisely avoided any appearance of excessive emotionalism, instead attach-
ing a dignified, heartfelt letter from Élisabeth Beuchat, who described
how the news had reopened old wounds and lamented that, since her son
was not one of the four men found on Herald Island, he still had no
known grave: “Quels regrets de ne pouvoir écrire sur sa tombe: Près des
Amis qu’il avait choisi, qu’il dorme son dernier sommeil, là ou l’a conduit
son destin et son amour pour la science.”60 Belle was also able to report
that Charles Camsell and W.H. Collins from the Department of Mines
(which had organized the scientific branch of the expedition) and even
George Desbarats (the former deputy minister of the naval service, now
deputy minister of national defence, who generally supported Stefansson)
had been informed of the plan and approved it.61
On 10 February 1925, an unsigned copy of the memo was presented
to King by a sympathetic Liberal MP, William Raymond. King (who had
known and liked George Malloch)62 evidently both supported the plan
and was aware that Johnston, having no particular interest in the expedi-
tion, would likely place obstacles in its way rather than spend his
department’s money on it. Therefore, he forwarded the memo to Charles
Stewart, the minister of the interior — who, as King well knew, had devel-
oped an intense dislike for Stefansson during the Wrangel Island affair.63
Stewart’s department included the National Parks Branch, headed by J.B.
Harkin, on whose initiative the Historic Sites and Monuments of Canada
(HSMBC) had been formed in 1919. As King also knew, Harkin had a
long history of dealings with Stefansson and had come to believe that the
explorer was an unreliable mountebank. Indeed, by 1925, distrust and
resentment of Stefansson were common among all those in the depart-
ment who had dealt with Arctic matters.64 One of Harkin’s colleagues,
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John Davidson Craig, commented ruefully that Stefansson “had never
been in his office without telling him a lie of some kind.”65 Belle was
quickly convinced that Harkin was on her side and would carry the pro-
ject through. “There will be no excuses,” she concluded after she and
Rudolph spent a friendly evening at Harkin’s home in early March.66
Minister Stewart and his wife, Jane, also became personal friends of the
Andersons, joining them at their cottage in the summer of 1925. 
King had taken an unusual step, for he and his ministers almost
never provided suggestions to the HSMBC.67 Without the prime min-
ister’s intervention and the prevailing dislike of Stefansson within the
Department of the Interior, it is unlikely that the board would have
approved — or even considered — the memorial. Commemoration of
the CAE arguably fell outside its mandate, since an event that had
occurred only a decade before could hardly yet be considered historical.
The board members were focused on military and political events and
on securing memorials for their own particular regions. When com-
memorating individuals, they favoured those who were Canadian-born;
most of the CAE dead were foreigners. The members preferred to avoid
controversial topics, and when they did not, they generally had cause to
regret it: for example, a proposed commemoration of the Acadian expul-
sion had given rise to bitter controversy in Nova Scotia.68 Finally,
HSMBC memorials were placed either on the site of an important event
or in a location associated with the person being commemorated. But
the area where most of the CAE deaths took place was not Canadian ter-
ritory, and in any case it was considered impractical to erect a tablet in
the Arctic.69 It therefore seemed that the all-important symbolic link
between commemoration and place would present difficulties. 
From the Andersons’ point of view, however, bringing the
HSMBC into the plan had very significant advantages. The board had
developed a standard design for commemorative plaques and an efficient
process for the consideration and approval of proposed subjects. There
would accordingly be no need for bureaucrats unused to dealing with
such matters to work out the details of design and purchase. Moreover,
one of the board’s plaques could be erected at a very reasonable cost. The
Andersons had originally envisioned a memorial similar to those com-
memorating the war dead, but the advantages of working through the
HSMBC were immediately apparent to them. 
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For a historical event to be officially commemorated by the gov-
ernment, the board members had to agree that it was of national
significance. This problem was quickly dealt with by Harkin, who was a
firm believer in the value of the Arctic to Canada. On 10 March 1925,
he sent letters to all the members, stating that in his opinion the CAE
had done work of national importance. Copies of Belle’s memo and
Mme. Beuchat’s letter were attached. Everyone supported Harkin’s pro-
posal, some more emphatically than others. The most favourable
response came from Judge F.W. Howay, who wrote: “I am heartily in
accord with the suggestion. I can scarcely think of anything more truly
national than the work of those who seek to discover and explore the far-
thest extremes of our country.”70
When Harkin suggested to Johnston that the Department of Marine
and Fisheries might wish to decide on the inscription, Johnston angrily
made it clear that he in no way supported the memorial and resented hav-
ing another government department take up a plan he had rejected.71
However, thanks to Belle’s deft strategy, Harkin had the perfect answer:
that the HSMBC had acted in response to a direct request from the prime
minister. Quietly ignoring Johnston’s objections, McVeigh took on the
task of officially forwarding the inscription, which had already been writ-
ten by Belle in consultation with George Malloch’s brother, Edmund.
Belle chose the phrase “Pour la science” from Mme. Beuchat’s letter;
Malloch, wishing to emphasize the patriotism which he believed had been
his brother’s main motive for joining the expedition, suggested changing
this to “Pour la patrie and pour la science.” Belle agreed, feeling that even
though most of the dead were not Canadians, “doubtless the wish to shed
glory upon their own country as well as Canada in the work they were to
do, motivated the other members of the expedition.”72 At their meeting
on 19 May 1925, the board members voted to change the inscription to
“For Canada and science/ Pour la patrie et pour la science.”73 Except for
this and one other minor point (the order in which the names should
appear), Belle’s suggestions about the wording were readily adopted. 
When it came to the all-important question of where the memorial
should be placed, a plaque in an obscure location would be a kind of vic-
tory for Stefansson. Instead, Belle and Harkin aimed high. They both
recommended the new Centre Block of the Parliament Buildings, which
Belle considered “the most beautiful building I have ever seen.”74 If this
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was done, the plaque would be on view in an impressive ceremonial space
at the very heart of the nation’s political life. Again, the board agreed. By
the end of May 1925, all obstacles seemed to have been surmounted, and
everyone involved expected that the memorial would soon be in place.
However, there was a delay caused by disputes as to whether Johnston’s
agreement should be sought before the tablet was actually cast. By the
time it had been decided that further communication with him was use-
less, the question of a second Arctic memorial had arisen. 
On 10 June, in response to questions in the House of Commons
about the government’s degree of involvement in Stefansson’s Wrangel
Island scheme, Prime Minister King had firmly denied any responsibil-
ity for the death of Allan Crawford. At the same time, he took the
opportunity to praise the young man’s heroism: although Crawford had
been duped by Stefansson into the false belief that the Canadian gov-
ernment wanted Wrangel Island, King felt it should not be forgotten
that Crawford had shown genuine patriotism and courage. King’s sug-
gestion that there should be a memorial to Crawford was enthusiastically
endorsed by the other two party leaders, Arthur Meighen and Robert
Forke. The proposal was certainly useful to King’s minority government
from the political point of view, but it seems that young Crawford’s
death had genuinely touched the prime minister’s notoriously sentimen-
tal heart.75
At first, King considered the University of Toronto the most appro-
priate site, because Crawford had been a student there and because a
permanent tribute to his patriotism “would be helpful in identifying the
University with the State, and would serve as an inspiration to younger
men of the country.”76 King also wished to have a competition among
Canadian sculptors for an original, unique design. However, a memor-
ial had already been placed in Convocation Hall by Crawford’s
classmates and, having heard about the plans for the CAE plaque from
Belle, his parents were eager to see their son’s memory also honoured in
the Parliament Buildings. Moreover, Harkin pointed out that the
amount voted for the memorial would not cover the cost of a competi-
tion. A standard HSMBC plaque therefore seemed to be the best
solution. The board had received permission to place the CAE memor-
ial in the Centre Block, beside the arched doorway connecting the Hall
of Honour with the Library of Parliament. It seemed appropriate that
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the two tablets should be side by side — especially as there was already
an Arctic plaque beside the doorway, commemorating Joseph Bernier’s
1909 sector claim. 
At this point a serious difficulty arose. All decisions about the
embellishment of government buildings and grounds were the responsi-
bility of a committee created in 1922. The members were the prime
minister, the speaker of the Senate, the speaker of the House of
Commons, and three cabinet ministers. When King put the new pro-
posal to his colleagues, they pointed out that to commemorate the
Wrangel Island expedition in such a prominent and symbolically charged
location might be dangerous, giving the impression that it had been an
official government venture. Such an impression must be avoided in
order to make the limits of Canada’s Arctic claims clear. As Belle
explained to McKinlay, “There is too much feeling that the memorial to
Allan Crawford should never have been given, since it was a filibustering
expedition[,] and may antagonize Russia.”77 Cancel ling the memorial after
it had been approved by Parliament was unthinkable, but another site
would have to be found. 
The committee’s permission to place the CAE memorial in the
Centre Block was withdrawn. The real reason was not given in the offi-
cial correspondence; instead, a letter to the HSMBC merely stated 
that the decision had been reconsidered because the expedition had no
particular connection to Parliament. In future, only tablets with parlia-
mentary associations would be permitted.78 (This line of reasoning also
provided a plausible reason for removing the Bernier plaque — an action
welcomed by officials in the Department of the Interior, who felt that
Bernier’s unauthorized sector claim was an embarrassment. Rather than
being put on display in a different building, the Bernier plaque was con-
signed to storage.)79 Ironically, then, the very disapproval with which
Ottawa viewed Stefansson’s Wrangel Island venture had ruled out the
most favourable possible placement for memorials intended to stand as
a rebuke to him. 
The new location chosen for the CAE and Crawford tablets was
the Public Archives of Canada building at 330 Sussex Drive (later the
Canadian War Museum and currently unoccupied). Although the change
must have been a serious disappointment, Belle quickly came to see great
possibilities in the new site. She had developed a friendly relationship
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with the Dominion archivist, Arthur Doughty, as the result of her efforts
to secure new CAE material for the official records. Already, she had
obtained Bjarne Mamen’s diary from his mother, Valborg Mamen, plus
papers and photographs belonging to another expedition member, Fred
Maurer. Later, McKinlay would provide a copy of his own diary and
send Hadley’s diary to Ottawa for copying.80 Now the Crawfords agreed
to leave copies of their son’s letters and other documents in Ottawa for
safekeeping. (Ever mindful that she was gathering material for future
historians, and that to be effective it must meet critical scrutiny, Belle
had warned the Crawfords that when copying Allan’s letters, “You must
not omit material favourable to V.S. if you want them to be true
records.”)81
If the archives building did not have the same visibility and politi-
cal resonance as the Hall of Honour, it nevertheless was a place where
future generations’ vision of the past would be shaped. The CAE memo-
rial could therefore become one of those material markers that, in Brian
Osborne’s words, serve to “punctuate time,” “focus space,” and trans-
form a physical place — whether landscape or built environment — into
a “psychic terrain.”82 Thanks to the Andersons, the Public Archives had
become a key site in the long-term plan to contest Stefansson’s version
of history. It therefore seemed to others besides Belle that 330 Sussex,
“which is visited by thousands of people yearly and is more and more
becoming the chief shrine of Canadian history,” would be the most fit-
ting home for the two tablets.83
On both the symbolic and the pragmatic levels, Belle was well
pleased to have the CAE plaque in close proximity to one commemorat-
ing yet another victim of Stefansson’s reckless ambition. She explained to
McKinlay that the CAE memorial might never have been approved “if it
had not been for the mess of the Crawford expedition .... So since the two
expeditions are linked together in ways that the public knows nothing of,
I am satisfied to see the tablets in the same location in the Archives
Building.” Finally, 330 Sussex was a government building and therefore
conveyed what she called “the seal of government approval on the work I
have done for country, for truth and for history.”84 The memorial plaque
would accordingly stand — at least in the eyes of the Ottawa insiders who
knew the story behind its creation — as a lasting rebuttal to Stefansson’s
lies about Belle. 
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Doughty gladly provided the best available location for the two
memorials. When Belle and Arthur Pinard of the HSMBC visited his
office in April 1926, Doughty stated “without any hesitation” that “at
the main entrance of the Archives building would be the proper place for
these tablets.”85 The main doors of the building led from the outside to
a vestibule; from there, steps led up to another door. The memorials
were placed on either side of the second doorway, where those entering
would be bound to see them and realize the cost in human life that
Stefansson had downplayed in his books. Although Belle did not specif-
ically say so, she and others must have hoped that future historians
would be influenced against Stefansson before they even looked at a doc-
ument. At the same time, the claim of Arctic history to be a key element
of Canadian history would be impressed on everyone who visited the
archives. As Belle happily reported to Bartlett, “Dr. Doughty said [the
memorial] would have the best place in the building which housed the
records of three hundred years of Canadian achievement.” Edmund
Malloch was also satisfied with the change, remarking that he had “much
more reverence for the Archives than for the home of the politicians.”86
At Belle’s suggestion, photographs of the plaque and the archives build-
ing were sent to all the families whose addresses were known. “Ces
preuves du souvenir sont bienfaisantes aux coeurs affligés,” wrote Élisa-
beth Beuchat in thanks.87 McVeigh, having also received “very
gratifying” responses from the other relatives, informed Harkin that he
was “better satisfied than ever that the erection of this tablet was a wise
move.”88
The HSMBC had become expert at organizing impressive unveil-
ing ceremonies, and the commemoration of the war dead offered other
models that might have been followed for the Arctic plaques.
Unfortunately, all such ceremonies were ruled out by the fear that
Stefansson might insist on becoming involved. The plaques were simply
put in place by the Department of Public Works, and Belle issued a press
release about the CAE memorial. The Ottawa Citizen, which had always
supported Stefansson, downplayed the news, but the Ottawa Journal
printed it under the headline “Memorial Tablet for Arctic Heroes: Will
Perpetuate Glory of 16 Who Perished.”89 Thanks to guidance from the
Andersons’ journalist friend George Hambleton of the Canadian Press,
the item was released on a day when no major stories were breaking, and
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articles therefore appeared in newspapers across the country. Still, the
coverage fell far short of that accorded to almost anything Stefansson did. 
This lack of ceremony or extensive publicity demonstrates the lim-
its of what a civil service wife could do when opposing a world-famous
public man. Had the circumstances been different, and had Stefansson
been present at an unveiling ceremony, press interest would naturally
have been far higher. Moreover, the plan for an official narrative based
in part on the McKinlay, Mamen, and Maurer accounts was thwarted
when McKinlay failed to deliver his diary copy in time for publication
in the fiscal year 1925–1926. The reason, he confided to Belle, was his
wife’s severe postpartum depression, which ultimately led to a suicide
attempt.90 By the time McKinlay had finished copying the journal, eco-
nomic conditions in Canada were so poor that the government refused
to provide the necessary funds for publication. As a result, no official
account of the CAE ever appeared.91 Belle’s adroit handling of the situ-
ation, then, was still not enough to achieve more than a circumscribed
commemoration. In the longer term, for decades her efforts to place
authentic records of the CAE in the official files were outweighed by
Stefansson’s writings and by the vast personal archive he eventually sold
to the Dartmouth College Library. Books by Stefansson supporters such
as LeBourdais and Hunt also contributed to an exceptionally negative
perception of Belle and her husband among Arctic historians. 
Nevertheless, it would be wrong to conclude, as Diubaldo did, that
the Andersons were defeated or that their actions were futile.92 The two
Arctic memorial projects brought them into contact with civil servants
who had become deeply disillusioned with Stefansson through the
Wrangel Island affair. Not only did men like Harkin and Stewart whole-
heartedly support the memorials, but his interactions with them gave an
immediate boost to Rudolph’s career. It was no coincidence that Anderson
was appointed to the newly formed inter-departmental Northern Advisory
Board in the spring of 1925.93 Because the board was composed mainly
of deputy ministers and other senior officials, the appointment increased
Rudolph’s influence and standing considerably. As he himself remarked
years later, the controversy with Stefansson did not hurt his status, “and in
fact gave me a good start in Ottawa. It brought me very soon in touch with
some of the highest officials ... and I was often called into consultation.”94
Even the prime minister “appreciated what I had done.”95 Without Belle’s
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efforts in support of the memorial and her behind-the-scenes work for the
Department of Marine and Fisheries, Rudolph might not have achieved
this status. 
As for the memorial tablets themselves, through Harkin’s efforts
their message was eventually reinforced by three more plaques on the
theme “The Conquest of the Arctic.” These tablets listed the names of
all the British explorers who had contributed to geographical knowledge
of the Canadian Arctic up to 1880. Harkin’s campaign for the additional
plaques began in July 1926, only a few months after the first two memo-
rials had been put in place. Even though the other HSMBC members
were enthusiastic about the idea, the project moved very slowly due to
prolonged discussions about the dates, the geographical scope, and other
principles of selection. Further delays were caused by the need to secure
accurate information about a large number of expeditions. The plaques
were finally unveiled in May 1943. The CAE and Crawford tablets were
then placed together on one side of the doorway, while the three new
plaques were grouped on the other.96 The message of the Arctic’s central
role in Canada’s history was thus made far stronger, and the two original
memorials were placed within a wider narrative of heroism. What effect
these tablets had on visitors must of course be a matter of conjecture, but
it seems safe to assume that in at least some cases they made a lasting
impression. 
But perhaps the most significant outcome of the campaign for a
CAE memorial was that it inspired Belle Anderson to collect and preserve
not only the records of the expedition but also the records of her own life.
She had long been in the habit of keeping copies of some letters she and
Rudolph sent, but at first this was apparently done more for their own
reference than for posterity. By the mid-1920s, however, Belle’s intention
was ultimately to set their private papers beside the official documents. “I
am a fairly good archivist now after so much practice looking after C.A.E.
records,” she reflected, and this experience was put to good use.97
The Andersons’ personal archive is an exceptionally valuable record
of both Arctic exploration and Ottawa political culture. Belle’s long-run-
ning correspondence with Helen Crawford and Élisabeth Beuchat
provides a rich source of information about the lives of women drawn
together by the Arctic careers of their husbands or sons. The correspon-
dence with McKinlay, whose experiences on Wrangel Island left him
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emotionally shaken and whose domestic life in the 1920s was deeply
troubled, shows a rare degree of friendship and confidence between an
expedition wife and one of her husband’s colleagues. “I [have] opened
myself out to you more than I have done to anyone for many a day ....
I feel that I am talking to a friend,” McKinlay declared.98 Belle’s own let-
ters are interspersed with her reflections on family life and on such
matters as the arrangement of domestic space so as to accommodate
both a growing family and her Arctic work. They also record the various
social events at which she mingled with other Ottawa wives, particularly
Jane Stewart, Isabel Camsell, and Isabel Meighen, plus the wives of jour-
nalists Grattan O’Leary and George Hambleton. As she remarked in a
letter to McKinlay, “I have had to spend a lot of time in social things
such as teas, dinners and all that kind of thing but one can often do a lot
in Ottawa for causes that interest a person just at such affairs.”99
Without the Anderson papers, this female-centred side of Canadian
exploration history would have been irretrievably lost. 
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